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Abstract—Generative Policy Models (GPMs) have been proposed as a method for future autonomous decision making
in a distributed, collaborative environment. To learn a GPM,
previous policy examples that contain policy features and the
corresponding policy decisions are used. Recently, GPMs have
been constructed using both symbolic and statistical learning
algorithms. In either case, the goal of the learning process is
to create a model across a wide range of contexts from which
specific policies may be generated in a given context. Empirically,
we expect each learning approach to provide certain advantages
over the other. This paper assesses the relative performance of
each learning approach in order to examine these advantages and
disadvantages. Several carefully prepared data sets are used to
train a variety of models across different learning algorithms,
where models for each learning algorithm are trained with
varying amounts of labelled examples. The performance of each
model is evaluated across a variety of metrics which indicates the
strength of each learning algorithm for the different scenarios
presented and the amount of training data provided. Finally,
future research directions are outlined to fully realise GPMs in
a distributed, collaborative environment.
Index Terms—Distributed Analytics, Information Science, Collaborative Environments, Symbolic Learning, Machine Learning,
Generative Policy Model, Generated Policies

I. I NTRODUCTION
As technology continues to develop, the autonomous capability of intelligent systems is advancing. Managing the actions
and behaviours of these systems is becoming a complex
and less feasible task for humans as the number of systems
and their complexity increases [1]. Traditional approaches
for managing the behaviour of intelligent systems rely on a
predefined set of policies to enforce the underlying goals and
constraints, controlled by a central policy management system.
However, existing policy-based approaches do not provide
practical methods for handling the adaptability required for the
challenging, distributed and dynamic environments in which
intelligent systems will operate. The notion of Generative
Policy Models (GPMs) has been proposed [2] as a means
by which intelligent systems can autonomously manage their
actions and behaviours in complex environments.
The use of GPMs involves learning the policies to be obeyed
in a given scenario across a variety of different contexts.
This can be achieved through continuous observation of policy
examples over a period of time, so that policies can be learned
and refined according to contextual changes. Policy examples
can be used across systems and devices in a distributed environment to collaboratively learn a GPM. Once a suitable GPM

has been learned, it can be used to generate new policies within
any of the observed contexts. The GPM can be represented in
a number of different forms such as a list of logical rules or
a machine learning model. The utility of generative policies
has recently been demonstrated in access control [3], logistical
resupply [4] and collaborative environments [5] that all require
learning a GPM in order to generate new policies across a
variety of contexts. The use of GPMs within collaborative
environments is motivated by the requirement for autonomous
system behaviour such that decisions can be made seamlessly
between distributed collaborative partners.
In order to facilitate the use of GPMs in such scenarios,
frameworks are being developed such as the ASGrammarbased GENerative Policy (AGENP) framework [6] where
state-of-the-art Answer Set Grammars (ASGs) are used to facilitate the learning of GPMs via Inductive Learning of Answer
Set Programs (ILASP) [7]—a symbolic learning approach
based on Inductive Logic Programming. Symbolic learning
approaches such as ILASP are fully explainable due to their
white-box nature where learned rules can be expressed in
English via a trivial translation. This is important and required
for safety-critical domains such as coalition operations [8].
Currently, our symbolic learning algorithm, ILASP, may take
a long time to learn complex policies due to the need to
pre-compute data (known as the hypothesis space) on which
inferences can be made. This may be a limiting factor if
near real-time decision making is required in a collaborative
environment.
This paper performs a thorough comparison of the relative
advantages and disadvantages of statistical and symbolic machine learning approaches, where the symbolic ASG-based approach is evaluated against state-of-the-art statistical machine
learning and deep learning approaches across varying numbers
of training examples, different data sets and different policy
metrics. This demonstrates the suitability of the ASG-based
approach for learning GPMs in collaborative environments
as well as outlining future research directions to realise this
vision. The paper is structured as follows. In section II we
present relevant background material, in section III we discuss
related work and in section IV we outline our experimental
approach. In section V we present our results and perform
an evaluation with respect to policy metrics and finally, we
discuss future work and conclude in sections VI and VII.

II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we introduce the GPM architecture; provide
an example-driven explanation of the ASG-based symbolic
learning approach; discuss statistical approaches to GPM
learning; and outline a set of policy metrics that can be used
to evaluate each learning technique.
A. Policy Learning
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that outline the hypothesis space that represents the set of
rules that can form possible learned hypotheses. Figure 2 lists
an example ASG representing a subset of the Coalition Asset
Loaning learning task that is introduced in section IV. Note
that various production rules, constants, variables and examples have been omitted due to space constraints. Full listings of
the data sets used in this paper and their associated ASGs are
available at https:// github.com/ dais-ita/ asg-ml-comparison.
The learning task represented in ASG form can be solved by
ILASP—an Inductive Learner of Answer Set Programs [10],
[11]. Once the learning task is solved, a learned ASG is
returned with the root production rule containing learned
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attributes that indicate acceptable asset loan requests in this
context (e.g. when weather score > 5000, assets must have
autonomy level > 6 in order to accept a loan request). For
a detailed explanation on the ASG-based learning approach,
we refer the reader to [7].
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validate these actions are intentional and within the bounds
of acceptable behaviour. Also, the ability to reduce a learned
model to a list of rules expressed in English enables the sharing
of learned models in distributed, low-bandwidth environments.
Ultimately, explainability provides confidence to human users
and administrators of any system because they can see why a
decision has been taken in addition to the decision value.
Within statistical machine learning, ‘white-box’ models
(models that are inherently interpretable) such as decision trees
can be used, provided an explanation can be generated to
describe the entire model. To account for ‘black-box’ models
such as support vector machines or neural networks that do
not exhibit explainable properties, various techniques can be
used in order to extract learned rules. For example, as evident
in [12], surrogate white-box models that exhibit explainable
properties can be used to approximate existing black-box
models by training the surrogate model on a smaller set of
training samples labelled with predictions from the existing
black-box model. Also, genetic algorithms to evolve locally
interpretable explanations [13] can be used to infer rules that
cover the entire model. However, care should be taken when
using a black-box learner to learn a GPM as the choice
of explanation method may introduce a layer of uncertainty
to the resulting rule set. This choice may also effect how
interpretable the explanation is [14]. For a comprehensive
review of explainability techniques for statistical machine
learning, we refer the reader to [15]. In this paper, we do
not perform any statistical machine learning explanation, but
acknowledge this is required when using a black-box statistical
learner within a GPM architecture.
B. Policy Metrics
In order to evaluate the two learning approaches, a comprehensive set of policy metrics are required. A set of metrics for evaluating the quality of access control policies has
been introduced [16]. We utilise these when evaluating our
experiments, in particular the learning component in a GPM.
Specifically, these include: (1) consistency—the GPM must
always generate the same set of policies in a given context
assuming the GPM has not been refined; (2) relevance—
the GPM must generate policies that apply in the given
context. Irrelevant policies may undermine correct operation,
security or confidence; (3) minimality—the GPM must not
generate redundant policies that permit a greater range of
behaviour than is required; (4) completeness—the GPM must
cover all possible contextual and non-contextual attributes
required in order for the system to operate; (5) correctness—
the learning component within a GPM architecture must have
learned a desirable outcome in order to avoid generating
incorrect policies; (6) enforceability—generated policies must
be enforceable at the time of action. If the generated policy
depends on the acquisition of contextual information and the
contextual information is unavailable, the policy may not be
able to be enforced autonomously and may require human
intervention. In a collaborative environment, enforceability
also applies to any learning time required within the GPM

architecture and any bandwidth constraints that may be present
when sharing generated policies with other devices. Finally,
(7) explainability—the GPM must be explainable to allow
human operators to validate the set of generated policies in
varying contexts conform to desired system behaviour and
actions.
III. R ELATED W ORK
Within the field of artificial intelligence, statistical and
symbolic learning algorithms have been pursued as competing
methods for supervised learning tasks. The symbolic paradigm
has largely focused on simulating human reasoning using
explicit symbols whereas the statistical approach (otherwise
referred to as a connectionist, non-symbolic or sub-symbolic)
has largely focused on simulating the neural processes within
the human brain [17]. Shavlik et al. [18] perform an early
comparison between the symbolic ID3 decision tree and neural
learning algorithms such as the perceptron and backpropagation, evaluating the algorithms with respect to accuracy and
training time. The authors also investigate varying the number
of training examples, adding noise and dropping feature values
in order to understand the effect on classification performance.
The authors conclude the backpropagation algorithm takes
longer to train, but outperforms the ID3 and perceptron algorithms when learning over numerical features. Also, with
smaller amounts of training data and with noisy examples
backpropagation outperforms the other algorithms. The authors report that reducing the number of features resulted in
minimal loss of classification performance across all algorithms. Foggia et al. [19] also conducted a comparative study
between the two learning paradigms with a focus on learning
structured data using a symbolic attributed relational graph
approach and a neural network. The authors found that whilst
classification performance between the two approaches was
similar, each approach correctly classified examples that were
mis-classified by the other approach. As a result, an integration
between the two approaches to achieve greater performance
was proposed. In this paper, we focus our experiments on an
emerging symbolic learning technique based on ASGs with a
comparison to state-of-the-art statistical learning algorithms.
We then evaluate our results with respect to GPM metrics.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL A PPROACH
This section explains our experimental approach which
focuses on analysing different statistical and symbolic learning
algorithms across different data sets and different amounts of
data per data set. We also describe how the data was prepared
and outline the specification of the benchmark machine used
in our analysis.
A. Data Sets
When considering the selection of data sets, the presence
of contextual features is important since this type of feature
is present in the generative policy data we wish to model. It
is also important to consider data sets with varying amounts
of training examples, features and feature complexity. We

Data Set

Size

Features

Feature
Complexity

Coalition

Small

16

Low

Mushroom
Adult

Small
Large

22
14

High
Medium

Contextual
Features
Weather,
Physical Constraints
Habitat
Age, Sex

TABLE I: Data Set Summary

selected 3 data sets as summarised in Table I and explained
as follows:
1) Coalition Asset Loaning: A synthetic, multivariate binary classification data set containing 1,000 samples. It was
created for a demonstration of GPMs [5] in coalition environments. There are 16 features containing a mix of categorical
and numeric data types. Features include asset autonomy
level, asset worth and a trust level between coalition partners.
This synthetic data was generated to reflect a wide range of
coalition asset loaning requests in varying contexts.
This data set was selected due to its small size, limited
complexity and coalition relevance. It contains a relatively
small number of features and low variance in the feature
values. The data set contains 2 contextual features: ‘Weather’
and ‘Physical Constraints’ (e.g. a no-fly zone). From previous
work [5], it is possible to learn a satisfiable GPM with both
statistical and symbolic approaches and hence provides a good
benchmark.
2) Mushroom Edibility1 : A multivariate binary classification data set to determine if a mushroom is edible or
poisonous, containing 8,124 examples covering 23 distinct
mushroom species. There are 22 features, all of which are
categorical with no numeric features. These include features
related to the mushroom cap, odor and stalk. It is known
that there is no simple rule for determining the edibility of
a mushroom [20].
This data set was selected due to its relatively small size and
presence of the contextual feature, ‘Habitat’. It also contains
a high level of complexity due to the number of mushroom
species included and the feature variance.
3) Adult Income2 : A multivariate binary classification data
set to determine whether a person’s income exceeds $50K
USD per year, containing 48,842 samples. There are 14 features containing a mix of categorical and numeric types. These
include, for example, age, education level and occupation. The
data was extracted from the 1994 US census database.
This data set was selected due to its large size and presence
of contextual features, ‘Age’ and ‘Sex’. It has a large number of examples, categorical features with many values and
continuous numeric features that result in a complex learning
task.
B. Data Preparation
All data sets have been prepared using exactly the same
methods as outlined below.
1 Mushroom
2 Adult

Edibility, https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Mushroom
Income, https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/adult

No assumptions have been made about the order of the
data within each data set. Hence, the data was first sorted in
ascending order starting with the categorical features (working
left-to-right across the feature columns) and then by the
features considered to have the greatest indicative impact
on classification. To identify the column sorting order for
the non-categorical features we trained a Random Forest
(RF) and used the output of the feature importances (the
feature importances given by the SciKit-Learn RF Classifier)
to determine the order in which feature columns should be
sorted. The intention of this approach is to deliberately order
the data for the next step in data preparation.
A validation set was created with an 80% (training) and 20%
(validation) split. This was achieved by taking every 5th line
from the sorted file and holding those samples out from the
remaining data set in a separate validation file. By selecting
every 5th line from a sorted data set we can ensure we are
selecting at least some of each data from each feature in the
data set.
Using the remaining 80% of the data for training (hereafter
known as the training set), we wish to perform a number of
experiments with differing amounts of training data. Hence,
from the training set (that represents 100% of the training
data) we created 9 additional sets of training data per data
set. A 1% set was created by selecting every nth line of
the training set in order to achieve a total of 1% and for
the same reasons as previously, selecting periodically along
a set of ordered rows gives us a spread of feature values
throughout the entire data set so we are assured of a fully
representative sample. Similarly, a 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 10%,
25%, 50% and 75% training set files were created by selecting
the relevant periodic lines throughout the 100% training set
file. We deliberately concentrated on a larger number of
smaller percentages since we are interested in measuring how
much data might be required to accurately learn a GPM in
a real-world collaborative environment, such as IoT based
applications.
1) Preparation for Statistical Experiments: All 3 selected
data sets include categorical features that, for statistical learning only, require encoding. In our experiments we chose to
use one-hot encoding. Hence, an additional step for all 10
training data files fed to the statistical learning algorithms
was to one-hot encode the categorical features. The symbolic
learning approach does not require such encoding due to the
grammatical nature of the system we are using.
2) Preparation for Symbolic Experiments: As we are using
the ASG-based symbolic learner, the symbolic experiments
must be formulated as an ASG learning task. The ASG
learning task representing the tabular training data is then
fed into the symbolic learning process. Additionally, for the
symbolic learning approach only, a hypothesis space must be
calculated that outlines the set of possible policies that can be
learned. This is performed as a pre-processing step on each
training ASG learning task fed into the symbolic learner.

C. Algorithms and Method
Given our comparison between statistical and symbolic
machine learning, we have chosen a set of algorithms that
fit into these categories. For statistical learning we selected
two shallow learning algorithms: a tree method using a RF;
and a General Linear Model (GLM). We also selected one
deep learning algorithm and chose a Fully Connected FeedForward Network (FCN). For symbolic learning we use the
ASG method [7], [10]. The statistical algorithms were chosen
to provide a range of differing techniques that are mature and
widely used within the field of machine learning. The RF was
trained using the SciKit-Learn libraries, the GLM was trained
using H2O libraries, and the FCN was trained using Keras
with a TensorFlow (CPU) back end.
In order to reflect real-world usage, we subjected all of the
statistical techniques to hyper-parameter tuning in the form
of a grid search for each percentage of training data. For the
RF we tuned the number of estimators across {100, 200, 500}.
For the GLM we tuned the regularisation strength (λ) across
{1, 0.5, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001, 0}. For the FCN we
performed a hyper-parameter search across the L2 regularisation and dropout rate parameters as well as experimenting with varying network shapes. For L2 regularisation, we
tuned across {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} and for dropout rates
we tuned across {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. For network shape, we
selected: 1X 8-node hidden layer for the Mushroom Edibility
data set; 2X 4-node hidden layers for the Adult Income data
set; and 3X hidden layers of 16-node, 8-node and 4-node
for the Coalition Asset Loaning data set. These shapes were
selected from a range of experiments and represent the best
performing model. In all hyper-parameter tuning, we selected
the combination of hyper-parameters that resulted in the best
performing model.
Similarly, we applied tuning to the symbolic learning in
the form optimising the grammar to reduce the search space
calculation. The symbolic learning approach has parameters
representing the depth of the search, the maximum number of
literals, the maximum rule length, and the number of threads
and batch size per thread. Tuning of these is time and memory
consuming so the tuning process for the symbolic learner was
limited as discussed further in Section V. Additionally, we
pre-calculated the search space prior to attempting to find the
optimal solution during the learning process.
Once a trained model was obtained for each algorithm, the
standard prediction function for each model was used to obtain
the classification decisions. The validation set was used to
obtain the results we present in this paper where we calculate
the difference between the decision reached by each classifier
and the ground truth recorded in the validation set.
D. Benchmark Machine Specification
All benchmarks performed in this paper were run on the
same machine, running a single learning task at any time. The
specification for the machine is as follows:
• Hardware: IBM System x3850 X5; 4 Intel Xeon E7-8870
2.40GHz (80 cores total); 576GB DDR3 1333 RAM.

•
•

Operating System: Fedora 29 (x86 64); Kernel 5.1.11.
Software: python 3.7.3; keras 2.4.2; tensorflow 1.14.0
(CPU); h2o 3.24.0.5; pandas 0.23.4; scikit-learn 0.19.1;
ILASP version 3.4 beta 20/04/2019.
V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

In this section we present and discuss our experimental
results and consider them in light of the policy metrics outlined
in subsection II-B.
A. Experimental Results
Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the accuracy and training time
results of running each learning algorithm for the Mushroom
Edibility, Coalition Asset Loaning and Adult Income data sets.
The performance of the symbolic ASG learning algorithm is
shown by the solid blue line and the performance of the RF,
GLM and FCN are shown by the green, red and magenta lines
respectively. For data set percentages that are missing ASG
results, this indicates the solution is unsatisfiable—i.e. the
computed hypothesis space is not sufficiently detailed to learn
a satisfiable solution based on the training examples given.3
When the ASG-based symbolic learning approach learns
a solution, it demonstrates comparable performance to the
best statistical learning approach. For example, in Figure 3a
for the Mushroom Edibility data set, the ASG achieves 99%
accuracy compared to 100% for the RF up to and including
4% of the training data. The ASG fails to learn a solution
for larger percentages of training data. This is due to the
hypothesis space not capturing all the possible combinations of
rules that enable a valid rule set to be identified. Unsatisfiable
means there are no rules within the hypothesis space that
correctly distinguish between the positive and negative training
examples. For larger problems, it is necessary to increase
the values for the Max Literals (ML) and Rule Length (RL)
hyper-parameters to enable the ASG to compute a sufficiently
detailed hypothesis space.
If adequate computational resources are available and the
correct ASG hyper-parameters are used, it is possible to
compute the full hypothesis space and thus learn an optimal
solution. As shown in Table II, increasing the values for
the hyper-parameters results in a significant increase in the
required computational resource for computing the hypothesis
space. Increasing the number of literals from 3 to 4 for 2%
of the Mushroom training data results in a 105X increase
in the amount of memory required and a 1.2X increase in
the amount of computation time required. Using a greater
number of literals, 1% of the Mushroom training data resulted
in a 9X increase in computation time and 3% exceeded the
memory specification of the benchmark machine. Referring to
Table I, the Mushroom data set is small when compared to
the Adult Income data set. As shown in Figure 5a, the ASG
3 In our experiments the ASG learning algorithm was configured to find a
solution that covered all of the examples. It is possible to configure the ASG
learning algorithm to handle noisy examples. In this case, the ASG learner
would search for an ASG that optimises a scoring function defined in terms
of the hypothesis length and the number of uncovered examples.

failed to learn a solution with small ML and RL values for
all percentages of the Adult Income data set. Table II shows
increasing the values of the hyper-parameters when computing
the Adult Income hypothesis space for 1% of the training
data exceeded the memory specifications of the benchmark
machine.
Dataset

Data %

ML

RL

Mushroom
Mushroom
Mushroom
Mushroom
Mushroom
Mushroom
Coalition
Coalition
Adult
Adult

1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
1
1

3
4
3
4
3
4
4
4
3
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
5
6

Memory
(GB)
3.03
255.00
4.22
442.68
5.22
N/A
0.77
110.03
2.11
N/A

Elapsed Time
(mins)
245.07
2286.52
377.22
756.67
511.12
N/A
81.10
678.50
172.57
N/A

TABLE II: The effect of ASG hyper-parameter selection on
hypothesis space computation
Given the Coalition data set—a smaller data set with a
lower number of features and a lower feature complexity,
the ASG performs similarly compared to the best statistical
model—the RF, achieving 100% accuracy after being trained
on 25% or more of the training examples as can be seen in
Figure 4a. The ASG is also able to learn a solution with
100% of the training data. Figure 6 lists the learned ASG
at 100% which describes various learned rules, rejecting an
asset loan request if (physical constraint = active) OR
(weather score > 4879 AN D autonomy level ≤ 6).
This is more explainable than state-of-the-art explainability
techniques for statistical models as shown in [12]. In Figure 4b, despite the increased learning time for the ASG when
compared to the RF, a learning time of one minute may be
acceptable for some applications. Note the learning time is the
time it takes to learn from the examples once the hypothesis
space has been computed.
B. Policy Metrics
As well as evaluating the learning component of a GPM
with respect to accuracy and training time, here we discuss
the experimental results for each algorithm with respect to the
policy metrics outlined in section II-B.
(1) Consistency: Once a GPM has been learned, both
symbolic learners and statistical learners will produce consistent results for the same contextual inputs. However, during
learning, statistical models often include an element of random
initialisation. With neural networks, weights are subject to a
random initialisation and in a GLM, coefficients are initialised
randomly. This means using the same algorithm to learn over
the same training data can lead to different GPMs—with no
guarantee of optimality. The ASG symbolic learner will always
learn a consistent rule set for the same training data. This can
be verified easily due to the explainable nature of the ASG. It

can be hard to asses statistical models for consistency due to
their inherent black-box nature.
(2) Relevance, (3) Minimality, (4) Completeness and
(5) Correctness: These metrics can be easily evaluated for
symbolic learners due to their explainable nature. Generated
policies can be post-processed if necessary to filter out undesirable system behaviour. For statistical learners, these metrics
are hard to evaluate without applying explainability techniques
to understand specifically what the model has learned. Ultimately these metrics depend on the training examples given to
the learner and could potentially be undermined if the learning
algorithm was subject to adversarial training examples.
(6) Enforceablity: With regards to a collaborative environment, time is an important factor as near real-time decision
making may be required. Also, in order for GPMs to be
deployed, they must outperform human analysts. Both statistical and symbolic learners enable fast inference once a GPM
has been learned, although some complex neural networks
(e.g. a deep convolutional neural network) may take longer to
perform a forward pass. As demonstrated by our experiments,
the time required to compute the hypothesis space for the
symbolic ASG is currently too large when using complex
data sets. Once the hypothesis space has been computed, the
learning time for the ASG is larger than the statistical models,
although may be acceptable in some applications. Bandwidth
is another important factor, as collaborative partners may be
required to share a GPM or its generated policies with limited
communication infrastructure. With the ASG-based symbolic
learner, the GPM is represented as a list of rules that can
be easily compressed and shared. For statistical models, it
may be necessary to compress the model or use explainability
techniques to extract a list of rules so that the model can be
shared.
(7) Explainability: As discussed, in terms of explaining
what the GPM has learned, the ASG symbolic learner is fully
explainable and statistical approaches require further work. As
an extension, it may also be necessary to explain why certain
policies have been learned based on the observed training
examples.
VI. F UTURE W ORK
As evidenced in section V, the ASG based symbolic learning approach demonstrates a promising research direction with
a view towards enabling GPMs to be deployed in real-world
collaborative environments. The ASG demonstrates powerful performance comparable to state-of-the-art, matured and
highly optimised statistical learning algorithms when learning
over small data sets. Also, the ASG is fully explainable and
statistical learning algorithms struggle to match this standard. However, as demonstrated in our experiments, the ASG
requires a significant computational resource to compute a
detailed hypothesis space required for learning over complex
problems or large data sets. Future work should explore
methods to parallelise the hypothesis space computation and
optimise the ASG algorithm for large, complex problems.
Also, the emerging field of integrated statistical and symbolic
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Fig. 3: Mushroom Edibility results for all learning algorithms across all data set percentages
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learning should be investigated to leverage the learning power
and relative efficiency of statistical models on complex data
sets alongside the explainable properties of a symbolic learner.
Similarly, efforts to make statistical learning approaches more

explainable should also be considered.
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start -> requestor "; " asset_type "; "
asset_sub_type "; " asset_risk "; "
asset_available "; " asset_worth "; "
autonomy_level "; " asset_owner "; " trust
"; " mission_type "; " mission_environment {
:- physical_constraint("active").
:- V1 > 4879, V2 <= 6, weather_score(V1),
autonomy_level(V2)@13.
}

Fig. 6: Learned ASG using 100% of the Coalition Asset
Loaning training data

VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper has presented a thorough comparison between
statistical and symbolic learning algorithms over a variety of
data sets and amounts of training examples, where the performance of each approach has been evaluated with respect to a
set of policy metrics. We have demonstrated the ASG-based
symbolic learning algorithm is a promising research direction
towards enabling deployable GPMs in real-world collaborative
environments. The ASG-based approach performs similarly
to state-of-the-art statistical learning algorithms on small data
sets and is fully explainable, but requires large computational
resources to learn a solution on more complex problems.
This paper serves as a future benchmark for evaluating the
performance of symbolic and statistical learning algorithms
with respect to collaborative GPMs.
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